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Step 3: Fold accordian styte, startino wittr a
mountain fold on the right side leg.

Step 2: Cut along solid line, fottowingl6e;E;aE
lines, keeping the center drop out piece for circle
inserts and tags
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Step 1: any size square paper or v-[ ligfrt weffi
cardstock that doesn't crack when folded.
I used '12" x 12" - Can be patterend one side or
both or just plain paper.
Fold in half, then fold each half in half again.
Turn paper g0o and repeat folding in half.

ygienfi,hfogyot ca Step 4: Creating the triangle for circle poctets - Wtn ttre
center mountain fold facing you, fold the corner section
and the square below it with mountain folds and fold them

the back of the accordian. Adhere to backside. Repeat
on left side.
Note: lf you are using pafterned paper, you should end
up having the same irattern facing the front.
Place a very thin line of glue along the bottom edge and
back edge of triangle, press together to adhere creating
the trlangle pocket.

bottom 2 squares on each leg will also be adhered
wth a very thin line of glue along the boftom and back
edge (the 2 open edges) to create the tag pocket.
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Cutting the circles - 6.6
Note any circre that is smaler than the scored square of the paper shourd fit the pockei. cut'; 2;circle from white paper or cardstock srighfly smafier (spelbinders srandard cir.r;, L"i" .;u 

-
After decoratrng or stamping on the white piece, adhere to patterned piece with gtue atiovei ano
especially around the edges.

cutting thetags -cuttne tagtr@
it fits in to your pocket, trim down if necessary. Cut a piece of white cardstock,

to patterned piece. Punch hole and insert with ribbon.

Step 7:

Step 8:

Cutting the quote squares - Cut a,

square (2.7" square). Decorate and then adhere to accordian

Attaching accordian to card base: SCo@
Do all your stamping and decorating prior attaching the accordian.
Make sure that when your accordian is compretery forded,.the triangre pieces don,t stick our from
between the folds, or else adjust how you adh€jre it to your card base.
Apply double sided adhesive to back of one side of the tag pocket. press down on lnside of card.
Note: I like leaving a scant border.
Apply the tape on the other tag pocket end, stack the accordian closed, then close the card to
adhere.
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